
SECTION A1. State the maximal domain and range of the funtionf(x) = ln(x� 2):Sketh the graph of y = f(x), indiating the oordinates of any points where thegraph rosses the axes. [4 marks℄2. By evaluating f(0), f 0(0), and f 00(0), obtain the Malaurin series expansionof the funtion f(x) = 1px+ 4up to and inluding the term in x2. [5 marks℄3.a) Convert (x; y) = (�1; 1) from Cartesian to polar oordinates.b) Convert (r; �) = (2; �) from polar to Cartesian oordinates.In both parts, full marks will only be obtained if exat answers are given interms of �, p2 et.. [5 marks℄4. Evaluate the de�nite integralZ 21  e2x + 1px! dx;giving your answer exatly in terms of e and p2. [5 marks℄Paper Code MATH 191(R) Page 2 of 5 CONTINUED



5. Consider the urve de�ned byx3 + x2y + xy2 = 1:Find an expression for dy=dx in terms of x and y, and hene give the equation ofthe tangent to the urve at the point (x; y) = (1;�1). [8 marks℄6. Di�erentiate the following funtions with respet to x:a) x2 os 2x; b) (x2 + x+ 1)9; ) exx2 � 1 : [7 marks℄7. Show that the funtion f(x) = e�x + xhas exatly one stationary point. Determine whether the stationary point is aloal maximum, a loal minimum, or a point of inetion. [5 marks℄8. Let z1 and z2 be the omplex numbers given by z1 = 2+ j and z2 = 3� j.Calulate z1 + z2, z1 � z2, z1z2, and z1=z2. [6 marks℄9. State the value of sin�1(�12) (you should give an exat answer in radians,in terms of �). Give the general solution of the equationsin � = �12 : [4 marks℄10. Let a = 3i + j � k and b = i� 2j + k. Find a + b, a � b, jaj, jbj, anda � b. What is the angle between a and b? [6 marks℄Paper Code MATH 191(R) Page 3 of 5 CONTINUED



SECTION B
11. Give the Malaurin series expansion of the funtion f(x) = ex up to andinluding the term in x4. (You are not required to show any working if youremember this expansion.) [2 marks℄Hene, or otherwise, determine the Malaurin series expansions of the follow-ing funtions, up to and inluding the terms in x4:a) e2x; b) e�x; ) ex + e�x; d) ex � e�x: [10 marks℄Use some of these Malaurin series expansions up to the term in x4 to obtainan approximation to f(0:1), wheref(x) = e2x + 1� 2exx2 :You should give your approximation to 3 deimal plaes. [3 marks℄
12. In eah of the following ases, alulate the radius of onvergene R ofeah of the power series, and determine whether the series onverges at x = �Rin a), and at x = R in b).a) 1Xn=1 12nn2xn; b) 1Xn=1 12npnxn: [15 marks℄
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13. Use alulus to show that the funtion f(x) = x3 + 3x2 � 1 has exatlythree zeros, one in (�3;�2), one in (�1;�1=2) and one in (0; 1). [6 marks℄Use the Newton-Raphson formulaxn+1 = xn � f(xn)f 0(xn)with an initial guess x0 = 12 to obtain suessive approximations x1 and x2 to thepositive solution of the equation f(x) = 0. Give x1 and x2 as frations, and alsoto 6 deimal plaes. Also, give f(x2) to 6 deimal plaes. [9 marks℄
14. Let f(x) be de�ned byf(x) = 8><>: 1=(1 + x) if x 2 (�1;�1)1 + (x=2) if x 2 [�1; 1℄(4� x2)=(1 + x) if x 2 (1;1)Find any horizontal and vertial asymptotes of f . Identify any points ofdisontinuity of f . Calulate f 0(x) where it exists. Identify any points where f isnot di�erentiable. Show that f has no stationary points, and determine maximalintervals on whih f is dereasing and maximal intervals on whih f is inreasing.Find any zeros of f . Sketh the graph of f . [15 marks℄
15. Find all z in the form a+ bj, for real a and b, suh thata) z2 = �4j; b) z3 = j:Hint: You might �nd de Moivre's Theorem useful. [15 marks℄Paper Code MATH 191(R) Page 5 of 5 END


